At a Committee meeting of the Society on 24th March it was proposed and agreed that the Society should invite Aarno Piltz to become an Honorary Member of the Society. There is only one other Honorary Member and that is R. V. Tooley, so he will be in good company.

The Society would like to acknowledge his achievements in respect of:
- Chartarum Amici, the map society of Finland
- His general interest in Cartography
- His research and detailed study of the maps of Carelia
- For organising the successful 1985 Helsinki Symposium.


### SympoIUM MAP Fair AND ExHIBITION ORGAnisers

*Special thanks to all members of the Royal Geographical Society Library*

**also**

- Faith Ashwood
- Alan Bartlett
- Raymond Eddy
- Stephen Luck
- Jonathan Potter
- Walter Valk

**Made An Honorary Member**